Egyptian and Nubian Pottery
By Alice Stevenson
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Introduction
The archaeologist Flinders Petrie’s workmen called him Abu
Bagousheh, which is Arabic for ‘Father of Pots’. It is a fitting
nickname because Petrie was one of the first individuals to
demonstrate how important pottery was for archaeology, even the
broken fragments. He excavated and purchased many thousands of
ceramic artefacts over the course of his long career in the late 19th
and early 20th century, as did many of his Egyptian workmen,
students and colleagues who also contributed to the Museum’s
collection. As a result there are some 12,330 objects made of pottery
housed in the Petrie Museum today, which is equivalent to 15% of
the whole collection.
Pottery is abundant on archaeological sites and is often considered
to be so common place that it is easily under-appreciated. This trail
highlights the range of topics that can be explored in all walks of
Egyptian life, from homes to graves, and from temples and industrial
workshops. But with so many pieces of pottery in the collection this
trail can give only the briefest of introductions to the variety of stories
that pottery can tell.
The Objects
1 Flinders Petrie & Sequence Dating
Pottery Gallery, Case PC2 and wall to left.
If asked why pottery is so important, an archaeologist’s first response
is likely to be that is vital for dating sites and finds. This is in large
part a legacy of Flinders Petrie’s work on sequencing prehistoric
pottery from Egypt.
In 1899 Petrie was faced with the problem of how to date the
thousands of burials excavated by his teams. These graves housed a
striking array of pottery forms of different colours, shapes and sizes.
These would be the key to creating the first ever timescale for
Egyptian prehistory and for demonstrating pottery’s potential to
archaeologists across the world. Having organized the pottery into
nine classes of ceramic [case PC2] he set about putting the tombs
into a sequence. Petrie did this by noting down on thin strips of card
the pottery types found in individual graves. He then shuffled the
cards, grouping together graves with similar types of vessels until
they formed a sequence from the earliest to the latest tomb.
Petrie called this process Sequence Dating. Archaeologists today
refer to this procedure as seriation. Statisticians recognize it as an
early form of correspondence analysis. Mathematicians will know it
as the ‘Travelling Salesman’ problem. The complexity of the task
means that today we use computers to manage such large amounts
of data.
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2 Images from Prehistory
Pottery Gallery, Case PC4, 4th shelf down
There are several cases in this aisle that contain painted vessels. All
date between 3700 BC and 3200 BC. Some bear geometric designs,
like wavy lines or cross-hatching, which could emulate the
appearance of basketry for example. Others depict animals, humans,
boats and plants. What these symbols mean is difficult to say, but the
limited range of motifs suggests that they formed part of a specific
worldview or mythology.
Despite the repetition of images, there are often unique scenes. One
such exceptional example is UC9547 in case PC4: a red polished
dish with faint creamy-white paint. It is an example of Petrie’s ‘C
Class’ (white cross-lined pottery) dating to Naqada I (about 3700
BC). It was found in grave 3802 at Badari in 1924. On this dish you
can make out two stick figures standing either side of what has been
identified as an early loom. If this is a loom, then it is the oldest
representation of one known from anywhere the world. Certainly the
recovery of fine textiles from graves of this period shows how
developed this craft was in Predynastic times.

3 Pottery Contents
Pottery Gallery, Case PC7, 3rd shelf down on the right.
The fixation with pottery typologies, while important for dating, can
mean that we forget that for past peoples it was what ceramics were
used for that was important. Clues to the function of vessels can be
found in the ancient remnants that occasionally survive inside.
UC5720, in case PC7, is an example of a vase that was found full to
the brim with material. It is a ‘W Class’ type of Predynastic vessel
that was discovered in Ballas grave 112 (see inset below). When it
was found the excavator described the pot as holding ‘mud’. The
contents of similar pots, however, have been analysed and these
studies have shown the presence of what are either animal fats or
vegetable fats (lipids). Whether the lipids were the remains of
foodstuffs, offerings or traded commodities is unclear.
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A pot in context: record of
Ballas tomb 112, in which
UC5720 was found.
These records form part of the
Petrie Museum archive. From
this we not only learn about the
ancient context for this pot, but
also the more recent story of its
discovery.
The recorder notes that the
tomb was disturbed, with the
bones of a child scattered. The
only remaining objects were
two jars, a mace-head and a
horn.
The author also documents
here the names of the Egyptian
workmen that carefully
excavated this grave: Iadem
and Ahmed Mohammed.

4 Nubian and Sudanese pottery
Pottery Gallery, Case 8, 2nd shelf from top
Although UC17886 was found in northern Egypt in the cemetery of
Sedment, it is a type of vessel that was also found in Sudan between
1750 BC and 1500 BC. Specifically, such containers have been
recovered from Kerma, the capital of the first metropolis in subSaharan Africa, a site characterized by elaborate defences that
surrounded dwellings, palaces and temples. Kerma was first
excavated by a contemporary of Petrie's, an American called George
Reisner. He thought that the decoration on these sorts of objects
imitated basketry. More recently the current excavator of the site,
Charles Bonnet, has suggested that these vessels may represent the
types of huts that were common in the area.
Dating to the same period as UC17886 are thin-walled, tulip-shaped
beakers, with black tops and shimmering grey bands running around
the middle: UC13214 and UC13215. They are often referred to as
Kerma Beakers. You can see two examples in this case. Each were
handmade (see inset below), possibly using a mould given how
standardised the sizes of such vessels are.
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The Potter’s Craft
The potter’s wheel was introduced
to Egypt in the early Old Kingdom
(c. 2600–2450 BC). Before then all
pottery was made by hand. To the
south, Egypt’s neighbours in Nubia
continued to skilfully craft pottery
by hand until the New Kingdom
(c.1500 BC), when the wheel was
first used within Egyptian
administrative centres.

Small limestone
figurine of a women,
adding handles to a
pot? Early New
Kingdom (c.1550–
1350 BC)

Egyptian tombs scenes of pottery
workshops generally show male
craftsmen. It is likely, however,
that women and children would
have been involved in other
stages of pottery manufacture or
in the production of different types
of handmade vessels.

5 Bread Mould
Pottery Gallery, Case 18, 5th shelf down
Bread moulds, such as UC17547, functioned like indirect ovens. Old
Kingdom tomb scenes (see inset below) show these types of vessel
piled upside-down on a fire being heated. When they were hot
enough the mould would be placed in a hole in the ground and the
dough would be poured inside. A second mould was then placed on
top to keep the heat inside allowing the dough to bake. The resulting
loaf was conical in shape. If you look on the interior of mould
UC17547 you can see an eye. This would have formed a raised sign
on the baked loaf. Other designs may have been created on the
surface of bread made in dish-shaped moulds, examples of which
you can see in case PC23.
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Bread Making
Scene from the 5th
Dynasty tomb of Ti at
Saqqara

6 Communicating with the Dead
Pottery Gallery, Case 19, 4th shelf down
The ancient Egyptians’ belief in life after death is well known. There
are, however, very few objects that so directly testify to the strength
of this belief as UC16244. Written on the inside of this red pottery
bowl some 4000 years ago is one of a rare class of document known
as a ‘letter to the dead’. In it a widow appeals to her dead husband
for help in protecting their daughter from an abusive individual:
A sister speaks to her brother, the sole companion Nefersefkhi. A great cry of
grief! To whom is a cry of grief useful. You are given it for the crimes
committed against my daughter evilly, evilly, though I have done nothing
against him, nor have I consumed his property. He has not given anything to
my daughter. Voice offerings are made to the spirit in return for watching over
the earthly survivor. Make you your reckoning with whomsoever is doing what
is painful to me: my voice is true against any dead male or female doing these
things against my daughter.

The bowl itself was found in burial number 84 at the site of Hu in
1899. Small vessels like this were probably used for presenting food
offerings to the deceased. By selecting such a vessel, therefore, the
departed were enticed to read the message on the bowl.
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A second example of a letter to the dead written on a bowl is also on
display in this case – UC16163. This time the plea comes from a
man called Shepsi, asking his dead parents for help in a dispute over
property. On the inside of the bowl is a message to his father. On the
outside he has written to his mother.

7 Mourning the Dead
Pottery Gallery, Case 21, 4th shelf down
Although shaped like a pottery vessel, UC16126, is not container. It
is a hollow statuette in the shape of a woman with her hands raised
to her head, which was a traditional gesture of mourning in ancient
Egypt. She is one of a pair that were found in a Dynasty 11 tomb
during Petrie’s excavations at Dendereh in 1897–8. Since
excavations like this were sponsored by several museums, after
each season finds were split up and distributed to institutions across
the world. As a result UC16126’s companion figure is now in
Brussels. Together they portray the public face of grief in Egypt 4000
years ago.

8 Baby bottles
Pottery Gallery, Case 24, top shelf on the right
Small spouted vessels like UC18470 have been found in burials of
infants and are possibly to be considered feeding vessels for
children. This one is unprovenanced and may have been purchased
by Petrie rather than excavated.
Also in this case you can see a group of objects that were discovered
in May 1889 during fieldwork at an ancient Egyptian settlement
called Kahun. Kahun lies in the shadow of the pyramid complex of
the Middle Kingdom King Senusret II and is one of the best
preserved towns we have from ancient Egypt. The site gives us a
glimpse of life in the late Middle Kingdom (c.1850–1700 BC), but it
also reminds us of the high rate of infant mortality in the ancient
world. Burials of young children were located in wooden boxes under
the floor of some of the houses, including this poignant group: a lock
of hair, a shell, a slip of wood some beads, and two small feeding
vessels with lips UC18627 and UC18629.
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9 Imports from the outside world
Pottery Gallery, Case 29, 4th shelf down, left hand side
The slender-handled bottle UC13418 was imported from Cyprus to
Egypt during the New Kingdom (about 1550–1069 BC) and
eventually found its way into a tomb at Meydum. Although the vessel
shape itself is striking, what would have been of interest to past
peoples was its exotic contents. It has been suggested that these
base-ring ware bottles held a special liquid, perhaps opium because
the seed pod of the opium poppy is of a similar shape to these
vessels when held upside-down. Analysis of the contents of such
bottles seems to confirm this.
10 Representation of a God
Pottery Gallery, Case 33, 2nd shelf down
The popular deity Bes was both a comical and fierce character. Partanimal and part-human, Bes was a god of protection, particularly
associated with women, childbirth and children. He had no temples
or priests ordained to his name until much later in Egyptian history.
Rather his domain was the home.
Vessels like UC2877, UC2888 and UC36313 which you can see in
case PC33 have schematic images of the god Bes staring out, the
faces of many being achieved with just a few blobs of clay. They
belong to the centuries following the New Kingdom: the Third
Intermediate Period and Late Period (c. 1069 BC–525 BC). Perhaps
the liquid contents of such vessels were considered to be imbued
with medicinal or protective properties because of their association
with the image of Bes.

Bes pots in the Petrie
Pottery Gallery
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11 Souvenir of pilgrimage
Pottery Gallery, Case PC37, 3rd shelf down
The little terracotta flask, UC19516, dates from the 4th to 6th century
AD when Christianity was a permitted religion in Egypt. Before this,
however, Christians living in Egypt were subject to persecution. St
Menas was one such individual who was challenged for his beliefs
and he was martyred in the late 3rd century AD. According to legend
the camel bearing his body lay down in the desert south of
Alexandria and refused to move. St Menas was therefore buried at
that spot and in the 4th century ‘the house of Mena’ (Karm Abu Mena)
was built for the thousands of pilgrims who flocked to site. Many of
the pilgrims would have received a flask like UC19516 as a souvenir.
Inside, it would have been filled with oil from the lamps in the
sanctuary or with water from the sacred spring. The flasks have an
image of St Menas in prayer standing between two camels.

12 A Rat Trap
Main Gallery, Case WEC1, bottom shelf
In his 1891 excavation report for Illahun, Kahun and Gurob, Petrie
noted that in the Middle Kingdom town of Kahun “nearly every room
has is corners tunnelled by the rats, and the holes stuffed with stones
and rubbish to keep them back”. UC16773 might have been
designed to address this problem. It has been interpreted as a ‘live
trap’ for capturing vermin such as rats and it perhaps gives us a small
insight into everyday life in an ancient home.

Petrie’s plan of the Middle
Kingdom town of Kahun
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13 Ancient Doodles
Main Gallery, Case WEC7, 3rd shelf down on the right
Pottery, even when broken, was not put to waste. Instead hand-sized
ceramic sherds often made for a convenient type of ‘scrap paper’,
which was much cheaper than papyri. Egyptologists call such reused fragments of pottery ‘ostraca’ and they could be used for taking
notes, making rough sketches, practising writing and sometimes just
for idle moments of artistic amusement.
UC15946 depicts a female wearing a wig with two lotus flowers and
an incense cone on her head. More unusual is the cheeky-looking
monkey that is reaching up and touching her nose with is paw. It has
been speculated that the monkey was drawn at a later date in a
clumsier style to turn a student’s practice sketch into a joke by a
fellow student. As Stephen Quirke has suggested, it might also be a
caricature of a specific Egyptian ritual practice conducted on
mummy’s and statues, known as the ‘opening of the mouth’
ceremony.

Ostraca UC15946 in the
Petrie Museum

14 A Forgery
Back stairs, Case V, Shelf 2
UC15343 is an authentic Predynastic Egyptian jar dating to around
3400 BC. The painting on its surface, however, is a modern forgery
as shown by pigment analysis and thermo-luminescence dating.
Embellishing a plain pottery vessel was not an uncommon way of
increasing saleability and price. This pot certainly caught Flinders
Petrie’s eye. He purchased it and published it in his Corpus of
Prehistoric Pottery.
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15 From the Furnace
Entrance, Case J, Shelf 4
The Sinai peninsula between Egypt and Western Asia is one of the
main copper mining regions for ancient Egypt. The most important
site is Serabit el Khadim, where copper and malachite was found.
The Egyptians worked copper here and UC8901, a rough pottery
crucible, has copper slag visible over its surface. All that remains of
a hard day’s labour 3500 years ago.
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